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Briefing

• This tutorial introduces Deep Learning (DL) via fun toy examples.

• This tutorial covers three main stream DL algorithms: CNN, RNN, GAN.

• These main stream algorithms are elaborated with main stream DL
applications: image, recognition, translation and speech.

• The reader is encouraged to have basic knowledge about machine
learning (ML) beforehand.

• The reader is encourages to read the original post for this tutorial.
https://medium.com/@ageitgey/machine-learning-is-fun-
80ea3ec3c471.

https://medium.com/@ageitgey/machine-learning-is-fun-80ea3ec3c471


Content

• Part1: Introduction on DL and a fun Mario toy example.

• Part2: DL in image applications

• Part3: DL in face recognition

• Part4: DL in machine translation

• Part5: DL in speech recognition

• Part6: Dawn of the rise of GAN (probably no time for this)
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Introduction on DL
• Give NN memory.

• Guess what is my next input letter/word?

• For e.g. I typed “Game of ”, what will be my next?



Introduction on DL
• Give NN memory. RNN

• RNN showcases



Introduction on DL

• Make the NN think on its own? Possible?
• Generating a Mario game level
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• Generating a Mario game level. (Feat. RNN)

• A level of Mario looks like in data/memory

‘-’ is a blank space
‘=’ is a solid block
‘#’ is a breakable brick
‘?’ is a coin block
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Introduction on DL

• Generating a Mario game level. (Feat. RNN)

• Take a look at the INPUT (sequence of vector)
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Introduction on DL

• Toys vs. Real World Applications

• The Mario Level seems kind of naïve because the author does not have hundreds
of thousands of Mario levels to feed the (RNN) model.

• Author’s Claim:

• As machine learning becomes more important in more industries, the difference between a 
good program and a bad program will be how much data you have to train your models. 
That’s why companies like Google and Facebook need your data so badly!
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DL in image applications

• Introduction on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

• Quick example, search a picture ‘ocean’



DL in image applications

• How to Recognizing Objects with Deep Learning (feat. CNN)

• Learn to recognize an ‘8’ with a lot of ‘8’s.
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DL in image applications
• How to Recognizing Objects with Deep Learning (feat. CNN)

• Feed ‘8’ in CNN



DL in image applications
• How to Recognizing Objects with Deep Learning (feat. CNN)

• The whole training dataset (i.e. with more than just ‘8’s)



DL in image applications
• The good news is that our “8” recognizer really does work well on 

simple images where the letter is right in the middle of the image:

• The bad news is that our “8” recognizer totally fails to work when the 
letter isn’t perfectly centered in the image:



DL in image applications
• [Naïve] Solutions to ‘imperfect’ image data

• Brute Force Idea #1: Searching with a Sliding Window



DL in image applications
• [Naïve] Solutions to ‘imperfect’ image data

• Brute Force Idea #2: More data and a Deep Neural Net
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• CNN, input data



DL in image applications
• CNN, pooling (Why? Down sampling)
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DL in face recognition

• A complete learning pipeline with CNN



DL in face recognition

• Find a face?

• Face detection went mainstream in the early 2000's when Paul Viola 
and Michael Jones invented a way to detect faces that was fast 
enough to run on cheap cameras. However, much more reliable 
solutions exist now. We’re going to use a method invented in 2005 
called Histogram of Oriented Gradients — or just HOG for short.



DL in face recognition

• HOG. (simple word – find the ‘gradient’ of darkness)
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DL in face recognition

• HOG. (compare the ‘gradient’)



DL in face recognition

• Re-position a face?

• To do this, we are going to use an algorithm called face landmark 
estimation (FLE). There are lots of ways to do this, but we are going 
to use the approach invented in 2014 by Vahid Kazemi and Josephine 
Sullivan.
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• Face Landmark Estimation (FLE). (Define and identify landmarks)
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DL in face recognition

• Encoding the face / embedding (feat CNN)



DL in face recognition

• Finding the person (KNN search for e.g. / simple ML classifier)

• Sweet example. With training data as,
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• Finding the person (KNN search for e.g. / simple ML classifier)

• Sweet example. Give the result as,
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DL in machine translation

• Introduction on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

• Things start to get a little bit interesting!
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• Introduction on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

• Things start to get a little bit interesting!



DL in machine translation
• Translation (forget about the old NLP rules)



DL in machine translation
• Translation. Thinking in Probabilities 

• Step 1: Break original sentence into chunks

• Step 2: Find all possible translations for each chunk

• Step 3: Generate all possible sentences and find the most likely one



DL in machine translation
• Translation. With RNN

• Before translation. A brief over RNN. (feat. Text complement example)
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DL in machine translation
• Back to Translation. With RNN (feat. Autoencoder)

• Simple autoencoder
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DL in machine translation
• RNN cross AE. A powerful Sequence-to-Sequence Models

• AutoBot (for e.g. siri)
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DL in speech recognition

• A complete learning pipeline with RNN (similar to face recognition)



DL in speech recognition

• Know how to model image (CNN base) and text (RNN base). How
about sound??? Any proposition?
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• How about sound??? Sampling. Someone might ask? It’s the sampling
[rate] enough to capture all the information?



DL in speech recognition

• How about sound??? Sampling. Someone might ask? It’s the sampling
[rate] enough to capture all the information?

• Thanks to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, we know that we 
can use math to perfectly reconstruct the original sound wave from 
the spaced-out samples under some conditions (remember to check it
out in wiki)



DL in speech recognition
• Represent sound (back to the sampling, for 20 millisecond period)



DL in speech recognition
• Represent sound (back to the sampling, for 20 millisecond period)

• The sampling results above is still not good [for modeling].

• Using Fourier Transform (FT). It breaks apart the complex sound wave 
into the simple sound waves that make it up. Once we have those 
individual sound waves, we add up how much energy is contained in 
each one.



DL in speech recognition
• Represent sound (FT results for 20 ms)
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DL in speech recognition
• Represent sound (FT results for the whole sound)



DL in speech recognition
• Recognizing Characters from Short Sounds (20 ms)



DL in speech recognition
• Speech recognition, the result.
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Dawn of the rise of GAN

• Introduction on Generative adversarial networks (GAN)
• This tutorial has already been full of ‘bullshit’.

• Live to fight for another day.

• BTW, the GAN tutorial in this post is not super good. The reader is encourage
to read the Ian Goodfellow’s tutorial of GAN in NIPS 2016 or the Deep
Learning book by him.



Before the party Ends

• Three main stream DL algorithms:
• CNN, RNN and GAN

• The simplest NN:
• FNN/MLP (multi-layer perceptron)

• New/main topic (aging) in the DL community:
• GAN, LSTM

• New/main app (aging) in the DL community:
• Reinforcement Learning, transfer Learning and adversarial learning

• Bayesian NN seems to have a renaissance:
• Need of Robust NN and uncertainty (e.g. dropout, adversarial example)



Thank you


